
could've been giving it to hundreds of people! My God, we cer
tainly can't trust them with it! (Maria: And as a result of their dis
obedience, that European publicity has been all over the World, 
to Hong Kong & India & Indonesia & everywhere!) Of course! 
Absolutely, the World! They speak every major language there 
in Europe, & it spreads to all their language papers all over the 
World! 

14.1 consider this carelessness with DO lit has probably 
done us more damage than almost any other breach of 
security in the World right now! It was dangerous! It's the 
Devil's own channel, his own chink in the armour, breach in the 
wall, hole in the dike! And I just hope we can get rid of it peace
fully if possible. 

15. To get DO lit you have got to be on the mailing list with 
qualifying TRFs & the works for one solid year! (1988: Now 
you must have completed the Babes Basic Course.) Now that is 
nothing new. That is the kind of rule we used to have when all 
MO Letters were DO, in fact they were not even DOs, they were 
LTs! (See No. 124) No God-damned Jewish lawyer is going to be 
smart & drop a hundred dollars in the mail & get all the latest 
dope for just one month & not have to do it every month!—Week
ly mailings, WNDs, GNs, FSMs & all kinds of stuff! (Maria: 
Well, normally new disciples join old established Homes, so what 
are they doing starting their own Home?—Becoming a disciple 
& immediately starting their own Home?—This is not usual.) No. 
Maybe I should give that limitation first. 

16. Nobody gets DO lit no matter how much money they 
give until they have been filling out good TRFs & showing 
that they are really disciples & really fellowshipping & fulfill
ing all Membership requirements, every Membership require
ment for one year before they get a single piece of DO lit! Until 
then they only get DFO lit for the last six months & the first six 
months of that year, they only get LINs & KIDz! How about 
that?—Which is virtually GP lit, right? I don't care how much 
they give, they only get LIN & KIDz for the first six months. (DO 
lit now available upon completion of Babes Basic Course.) 
They're there on trial, wherever they are. We don't trust them. 

17. After six months of LIN & KDDz, no matter how much 
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money they give, then we'll consider giving them DFO lit on 
top of it for die next six months!—GP lit for the first six months, 
DFO lit for the second six months, & only then, after one year on 
trial, proving their faithfulness, sending good TRFs & minimum 
tithes, they'll also have to meet the minimum tithes for this lit as 
well, to get DO lit. 

18. For the first six months we'll count them & classify 
them virtually as new disciples on trial, & for minimum tithes 
they're getting LIN & KIDz, or diey could get the LIN alone for 
anything. After six months, we'll add DFO lit to it, & after one 
year only, we will start sending them DO lit, providing they have 
proven themselves as genuine disciples known to other people 
who can send references, officers & other reliable Family Mem
bers in the area who have met them face-to-face, who have fel-
lowshipped with them & know they are genuine, honest-to-
goodness, honest-to-God disciples who can be trusted with DO 
lit! 

19. Is that clear? I'm not just tightening TRFs!—We're 
tightening the whole Family! We're not just tightening our belts 
with austerity. We're not just winding down because of the inter
national situation. We are going to wind ourselves down on pur
pose & tighten our belts as well, in order to take it! We '11 not only 
tighten the TRFs, but we are going to tighten the restrictions on 
who gets what lit no matter how much money they give, & for 
how long diey get it! 

20. Nobody is going to get DO lit after this unless they are 
meeting every single Membership requirement, completely 
filling out verifiable, justifiable TRFs that deserve & merit it, & 
have at least two solid references of good Family Members that 
we know are officers who can recommend them, that now they 
are ready for DO lit!—How is that? 

21. It is a test of their loyalty, it's a test of their devotion, 
it's a test of their desire for the Word! It's a test of their dedica
tion & consecration, how much they are willing to sacrifice or 
even suffer to get the Word, even if that is above their actual 
tithe!—And let me tell you, it is a test of security! This is of course 
not fool-proof but it is certainly going to shut quite a few leaks & 
weak people out, the leaks & the weaks who don't really want it 
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